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a b s t r a c t
The gas injection system (GIS) is an indispensable part of ITER fueling system. It deliveries the necessary
gas species from tritium plant to vacuum vessel, pellet injection system or neutral beam for plasma
operation and fusion power shutdown. In this paper, the current design status of GIS, including the
previous design changes, is brieﬂy described. As the GIS design justiﬁcation and support, the experimental
study on GIS response time is illustrated. The factors delayed the GIS response time are identiﬁed, and two
kinds of control mode are proved to be effective for improving the GIS response time. The exploration
on magnetic shield design shows the discrepancy of shielding performance occurs in the case of the
paralleling external magnetic ﬁeld to the sample cylinder. These R&D works prove the design feasibility
in some ways, and support possible solutions for design challenges as alternative design options.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
ITER will be the ﬁrst experimental reactor to produce a ‘burning’
deuterium–tritium plasma [1]. The mixture gases with proportional deuterium and tritium as the fuel of ‘burning’ plasma will
be provided by the tritrium plant (TP) and injected into the torus
by dedicated fueling system. The gas injection system (GIS) is a
major part of the fueling system, it shall provide the fuel gases for
plasma initiation, density control and fuel replenishment. Besides
that, it also needs to provide the functions of impurity gases injection for radiative cooling and fusion power shut down, supply the
working gases for pellet injection system (PIS), neutral beam (NB)
and diagnostic neutral beam (DNB) injector and wall conditioning.
The GIS, in a simple word, is an actuator to inject the speciﬁed gas species and throughput at given time slot following the
commands from plasma control system (PCS) via COntrol, Data
Access and Communication (CODAC) system to meet ITER project
requirement.
The GIS and its technical challenges associated have been
introduced in many presentations [2–5]. And the conceptual design
was complemented and changed gradually with the clarifying of
physics requirements, boundaries and interfaces. Up to now, the
conceptual design of GIS, incorporated previous design changes and
corresponding R&D, has been completed.
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In this paper, the overall description of GIS is brieﬂy presented
in Section 2. And Section 3 focuses on some R&D activities, which
supports the justiﬁcation of design feasibility in some ways and
provide the potential solutions for design challenging associated.
2. Brief description of gas injection system
The GIS consists of gas distribution system (GDS), gas fueling
system (GFS) and fusion power shutdown system (FPSS).
GFS shall perform the functions of delivering fuel particles (H2,
D2 and DT) at average and peak throughputs of 200 Pa m3 /s and
400 Pa m3 /s, respectively together with PIS or impurity gases (Ne,
Ar and N2 ) at average and peak throughputs of 10 Pa m3 /s and
100 Pa m3 /s into the ITER’s vacuum vessel (VV) at speciﬁed gas
injection positions via the local control system (LCS). And the
response time (to 63%) is required to be less than 1 s for the case of
20 Pa m3 /s throughput for plasma fueling and 5 Pa m3 /s throughput
for impurity gas injection.
In current design, there are four gas injection positions in the
upper port level and six gas injection positions in the divertor level,
as shown in Fig. 1.
The upper port injections are envisaged mainly for plasma fueling, as well as vehicles for He ash removal, coupling improvement
of RF heating systems and possible auxiliary control for divertor
protection during burning plasma operation [4].
The upper port injection points are located in the gaps between
the blankets in the toroidal direction at ports 3, 6, 10 and 14
to minimize the conﬂict with main chamber diagnostics and EC
antenna. In order to achieve an optimum toroidal uniformity, the
fuel gas shall be injected simultaneously at these four injection
points and released at the multi-point injection along the poloidal

